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EDUCATION AND HEALTH STANDING COMMITTEE 
Second Report - Swimming Pool Program in Remote Communities 

MR T.G. STEPHENS (Central Kimberley-Pilbara) [10.10 am]:  I present for tabling the second report of the 
Education and Health Standing Committee on the swimming pool program in remote communities.  

[See paper 1613.] 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS:  The report has an unusual feature.  That feature is, if I can speak personally, that I, as a 
member on one side of the house, am praising a member on the other side of the house.  Normally I would not do 
that; my nature does not lead me to do that.  Nonetheless, I want to describe to the house my personal journey on 
this matter.  When I was Leader of the Opposition in the upper house and shadow Minister for Aboriginal 
Affairs, I was shocked to hear that the then Minister for Housing; Aboriginal Affairs; Water Resources, Dr Kim 
Hames, was peddling a program of delivering swimming pools to remote communities.  I formed the private 
view that this bloke was a galah.  In fact, I said publicly that the program was a joke.  I said that many essential 
services needed to be delivered to remote communities, and swimming pools could not possibly be a priority.  
However, an election was held, and I ended up, ironically, as the minister responsible for the ongoing carriage of 
the swimming pool program that had been embarked upon by the then Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.  The 
irony was that I found that the program I was dealing with had enormous value.  I therefore did my best to keep 
that program going while I was the minister responsible and to see how it could be expanded.   

Over the past 12 months or so the members of the committee have embarked upon a review of this program.  In 
the process of that review, the committee visited a number of remote indigenous communities - Jigalong, 
Burringurrah, Mugarinya, Warmun, Balgo and Bidyadanga.  The committee also visited the towns of Halls 
Creek and Fitzroy Crossing, and Wadeye in the Northern Territory.  Those are the main places that became the 
focus of the committee’s attention and preoccupation.  The committee saw the communities that have been the 
beneficiaries of the program that was initiated by the then Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Hon Kim Hames.  
The committee also saw an additional community for which I was able to provide a swimming pool when I was 
the minister responsible - namely, the Karalundi community - and two communities in which a partnership 
between the federal government and the state government will roll out two pools; namely, Bidyadanga and 
Warmun in the west and east Kimberley.  The committee also saw some townships that have an overwhelming 
majority of Aboriginal residents and in which pools are considered to be necessary.  In the case of one of those 
townships, the swimming pool program has been rolled out and is in the process of being completed, and in the 
case of the other township it is a priority objective. 

In politics there is nothing unusual about a member on one side of the house attacking a member on the other 
side of the house.  What is different is if we can sit back at the end of the process and say the bloke opposite did 
something that was worthwhile.  It is a bit like if a dog bites a man, it is not newsworthy, but if a man bites a 
dog, it suddenly becomes a good story.  The difference here is that the program that was initiated by the former 
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs is a superb program.  It is a superb program because it is a vehicle by which 
government is able to stay focused on the acute needs of the remote indigenous communities in Western 
Australia.  Even though the remote indigenous communities in Western Australia have acute needs, they have 
lacked a vehicle of focus from the three spheres of government and from the wider community.  In my view, this 
report documents one vehicle that has provided that focus.   

The same enthusiastic minister also saw the advantage of delivering to these communities a dust abatement 
strategy.  The core of that strategy for these communities was a greening strategy, the paving of the pathways, 
and the sealing of the internal streets.  That strategy, combined with the swimming pool initiative, could be 
rolled out only within the framework of meeting the challenge of providing the essential services required by 
those communities.  Before these communities could get a swimming pool response or a greening response, the 
provision of essential services for these communities, such as the supply of power and water, had to be in place, 
otherwise there would be Buckley’s chance of being able to roll out this significant initiative.  That is what the 
former Minister for Aboriginal Affairs did while in government during the Court years.  He then delivered to 
successive state governments the responsibility for continuing the maintenance of that program.   
The report displays to members, and to anyone else who chooses to read it, that the program has been an 
outstanding success.  That is a credit to not only the former minister, but also the Department of Housing and 
Works and the partnerships that have been formed around the program.  Those partnerships include Royal Life 
Saving WA and the pool management strategies that it has deployed.  The report notes that the program can be 
enhanced and improved in certain ways.  One deficiency in the program is that it has not yet delivered on 
enabling people in the remote regions of Western Australia to gain the valuable and highly portable skill of 
swimming pool management.  This skill can be used within the tourism industry, the mining sector and local 
government.  Swimming pools require managers.  Therefore, anyone who picks up a qualification in this area 
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has obtained a skill that is highly prized.  Aboriginal people in most communities who can equip themselves with 
skills will have a valuable career path that attracts good remuneration.   
The pools have also been deployed as a response to the challenge of school attendance.  A highly publicised logo 
attached to that states “No pool, no school”.  The committee considered those words and heard evidence from 
people who said that there was a much more positive way of saying that to the wider community.  Page 25 of the 
report refers to the “Go to school to be cool in the pool” slogan, which is a much more positive response to that 
initiative.  This was a way of giving kids who failed to go to school the incentive to attend.  The swimming pool 
can then be used as an extension of the school classrooms so that kids can learn through the school environment 
and make it a positive place, not only for physical education, but also as a reward and an incentive to attend 
school.  School attendance for Aboriginals everywhere is a significant issue, especially in the remote 
communities.  This program has made a considerable difference.  There are no silver bullets, I think is the 
expression.  The other expression that comes to mind is how does one eat an elephant.  One eats an elephant bite 
by bite.  These tasks are big tasks and they include responding to the challenges of remote communities.  This 
report details a journey upon which one program has gone, which program has tackled this issue and made a 
difference.   
There is on display in the three spheres of government paralysis in the handling of indigenous issues.  There is 
no justification for paralysis.  Any minister or any level of government can take any vehicle, whether it is a 
swimming pool program like this or matters relating to other parts of their portfolios, whether it is the water 
portfolio or the tourism or small business portfolios, and help to shape and remodel a program the way the 
minister did with this program and use it to respond to the needs of the people most at need within the Western 
Australian community.  The idea should be to just get on with it.  This program displayed some creativity, some 
initiative, some focus and some determination that delivered dollars to a significant program that has made a 
helluva difference.  Way back in the last century, the then Minister for Energy, the member for Cottesloe, 
announced the normalisation of the power supply to remote communities.  Now, in 2006, that initiative is 
moving at the rate of a slow standing still!  Last century that program was recognised as being absolutely vital 
and in 2006 it is moving sluggishly through the spheres of government.  Agreements are finally being reached 
that might eventually deliver something as basic as an essential service such as power to significant and 
permanent populations that have existed in Western Australia for more than 100 years in some cases.  Some of 
these places, including Beagle Bay and Lombadina, are significant places and they have existed for 100 years or 
more.  They are larger townships than many other townships in this state.  They are certainly much larger than 
Gascoyne Junction, Nullagine and Marble Bar.  I think I am right in saying that Bidyadanga is the fifth largest 
population centre in the Kimberley, yet the people of those towns are still waiting for the roll out of a response to 
their rights as citizens of Western Australia - the people of that town still do not have normal power and water 
supplies.  The result of that is that these communities are struggling with the burden of trying to deliver to their 
communities, through Aboriginal funding, essential services that should be theirs by right as citizens of Western 
Australia.   
This program tackled that issue in part; it did not completely deliver all of the goods, but it got on with it.  The 
people involved would not be paralysed by the problem.  How do we embark upon a long journey?  We take the 
first step and then the second step and then the third step.  However, what seems to be happening in indigenous 
affairs at every level of government and with every minister is that too few are taking even the first step.  That is 
an indictment of us all.  I am not trying to be politically contentious.  There is nothing politically contentious in 
my observations that governments of all persuasions, national and state, continue to fail in this area.  Good steps 
have been taken and this is one of them.  Another significant good step that has been taken in one portfolio is the 
policy of rolling out police services to the remote communities of Western Australia.  That is creating a 
foundation upon which other initiatives can be built.   

This program, delivered by a previous government of a different political persuasion from mine, against what I 
considered were reasonable complaints by people like me at the time, was a very good initiative instead of being 
a fizzer.  It is a lesson to me and I hope it is a lesson to others that there are ways of responding to the challenge 
of Aboriginal communities that can be positive.  They simply require focus and the absolute determination of the 
people who wish to advance that initiative.  In my view, there is not a minister in this Parliament, nor a minister 
in the national government, who is relieved of the responsibility of adopting this model.  They should all find an 
initiative within their portfolio that will make a difference for this most needy section of the Western Australian 
community, the Aboriginal communities of remote Western Australia.  In recognition of the health challenges 
with which this community was faced, Minister Hames, the then Minister for Housing, drew upon his medical 
knowledge and his public service experience and said that these kids would gain an advantage from these 
swimming pools.  It would improve their health and provide education incentives that would significantly turn 
their lives around.  It is making a difference. 
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More needs to be done by all of us - not only the parliamentarians, but the wider community - and there is much 
more to be done by governments at a national and state level.  Partnerships between the national and state 
governments with the fulsome support of local government are required to deliver sport and recreation programs 
to communities within their boundaries.  However, it is beyond the financial capacity of many councils in 
Western Australia that have very narrow rates bases and therefore whose income streams are inadequate to meet 
the challenges that Aboriginal communities present.  Therefore, recognising that gap in the system, an initiative 
such as this can be delivered only when the two governments that have available growth incomes - the national 
and state governments - embrace the challenge and try to find a way of striking up a collaborative partnership at 
the local government level.   

The committee also made recommendations about some specific issues, such as pool design and location.  
Committee members discovered that there are some advantages for people who can move across communities 
and see how things work in some places that other people do not know about.  They are often caught up in their 
own community circumstances and make decisions based entirely on their observations within those 
circumstances, without realising that their decision making can be flawed.  The roll out of a program like this 
must ultimately bring with it the responsibility of a government department.  The committee recommended that 
that continue to be the Department of Housing and Works, which has done a good job and should be funded to 
do as much.  The committee also recommended that the department be supported by other initiatives from 
portfolios such as the Departments of Sport and Recreation, Health, and Education and Training, as well as the 
Office of Energy.  We have specifically asked the Treasurer, who is responsible for Lotterywest, to consider the 
value that flowed from the partnership with Lotterywest and build upon that to deliver more benefits to remote 
communities.  I am pleased that there is a recommendation within this report that a township such as Fitzroy 
Crossing form a partnership with government to enable a swimming pool to be installed in that community.  A 
unique set of circumstances apply to that township, which is remarked upon in this report.  

I commend the report to the house.  As I said, a somewhat unusual aspect of the report is a member from one 
side of the house singing the praises of a member from the other side of the house, particularly when it represents 
an about-face on my part.  I commend the report to the government and look forward to its response. 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [10.31 am]:  I will concentrate not on the past, but more on the future and the 
impact this report might have on it.  I offer my initial thanks to the chairman of the Education and Health 
Standing Committee.  The committee conducted itself with great enthusiasm, commitment and heart for this 
subject.  As a team, the members of the committee worked very well in assessing the various issues and 
compiling what I think is a very good set of proposals for the future, and I thank them for that.  It is never easy 
for someone who has been a serious critic of something to change his opinion and say something, particularly in 
this house, contrary to his initial thinking.   

After the coalition lost the last election two things happened.  First, I was invited to the opening of the swimming 
pool.  I was in Parliament at the time and was very grateful to be able to visit the town for that official opening.  
Secondly, the Labor government provided funding for a pool at Karalundi, to which I had given a commitment 
but for which I had not provided the funds.  The minister honoured that commitment and found the funds for the 
swimming pool.  I also pay particular thanks to someone who would seldom get a mention; that is, Peter Smith, 
the officer with the then Ministry of Housing, who had the responsibility of implementing this swimming pool 
program.  It would be difficult to find a departmental officer more dedicated to and passionate about a cause than 
Peter is.  He spent a huge amount of time making sure that this program was a success, and he should be highly 
commended for his work.  

The idea of building swimming pools in remote locations germinated from two sources.  I am very pleased the 
member for Victoria Park is in the chamber because his dad played a hand in it.  Cedric Wyatt was then the 
Commissioner for Aboriginal Affairs.  When I was a backbencher, the then Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and 
Housing, Hon Kevin Prince, asked me to review the provision of essential services in remote Aboriginal 
communities.  As part of that review, the chief executive officers of all the major government departments were 
asked to make recommendations about what we should do.  From that came the concept of normalisation.  I 
think the member for Victoria Park’s dad created that concept; he certainly championed it.  In those review 
committee meetings, he was the person largely responsible for the committee’s recommendations that all 
permanently established, large remote Aboriginal communities with a population cut-off figure of, I think, 50 
have normalisation of services.  In other words, as the chairman of the committee has already mentioned, they 
should have access to services such as power, water and sewerage in the way that any other normal community 
of that size has.  That was the basic tenet of the recommendations of that review committee.  Subsequently, I was 
very pleased, as the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, to have responsibility for implementing many of those 
services.  I was very pleased obviously also to have support from the member for Cottesloe, as the Minister for 
Energy at the time, in allowing Western Power to take over the responsibility of providing power in those remote 
communities.  We linked that with the commonwealth to make sure that the commonwealth provided, in the first 
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place, adequate equipment.  It is sad to hear that that program has not progressed as much as we all would have 
liked.  However, that set the scene.  

The next person I want to thank who helped develop the idea was an Aboriginal woman, Jodie Broome.  She was 
a senior member of the then Ministry of Housing and worked in the area of Aboriginal housing.  One day she 
was with me in a plane flying over an Aboriginal community.  We had just flown over non-Aboriginal 
communities and seen the major swimming pool, and she said, “These communities should have swimming 
pools too, you know.”  I said, “Yeah, yeah; but it’s not that easy; it’s all very well to say they should have access 
to a swimming pool, but it would be very difficult to implement.”  However, her remark planted the idea in my 
mind.  After giving the matter a lot of thought, more from a medical point of view based on reports about the 
importance of regular immersion of children in chlorinated water because that was found to reduce chest, throat 
and skin infections, those two aspects came together to create this concept.  It was not easy to do; I had to find 
money from all types of sources.  Again, in his other portfolio as the then Minister for Education, the member for 
Cottesloe contributed $100 000 a year towards maintenance.  Lotterywest in particular was an excellent 
contributor of funding.  Although Lotterywest could not provide funds for the infrastructure, it made a big 
contribution that helped pay for paving, landscaping and sail cloths.  Lotterywest also provided funding for the 
reticulation and greening as part of the totality of the concept, which was the dust abatement program.   

I have not left myself much time to talk about the future, as I had planned.  This standing committee report is 
excellent because it makes recommendations for ways of focusing on those communities in the future, and that 
does not involve only swimming pools.  Initially, a large number of communities were offered swimming pools 
but those communities decided for various reasons that they did not want a pool.  The chairman of the 
committee, in his opposition to them, had frightened some of them away from the idea.  Other reasons were their 
lack of readiness or that they had other priorities.  Nonetheless, those communities chose to be involved in the 
dust abatement program.  Those communities - off the top of my head - include Bidyadanga and One Arm Point, 
which has a new name in our report that I do not remember - 

Mrs C.A. Martin:  Ardyaloon. 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  I am sure that the Hansard reporter will find that name later.  Those communities and 
Oombulgurri, Kalumburu and Looma chose not to take that offer.  However, they chose to have their internal 
roads sealed and their power needs assessed.  One of the main issues at Balgo is that power supplies cost so 
much money that they cannot afford to even think about installing a swimming pool.  Essential services such as 
power need to be in place to allow for the proper functioning of those communities and the other things that I am 
sure have made a contribution to the wellbeing of those societies. 

I hope the government will get behind the recommendations of this report.  They are unanimous; they are 
strongly supported by all members of our committee.  In some instances they go outside the scope.  Fitzroy 
Crossing is an example.  Fitzroy Crossing does not have the rate base to put in a swimming pool of its own, and 
nor does the shire that is responsible for Fitzroy Crossing.  The government will need to do some lateral thinking 
to see how else it can be done.  When this program commenced, communities received money from the 
Department of Education and Training and the Lotteries Commission.  We should say not “That’s too hard” but 
“How can we do that; how can we better improve the lot of those communities?” 

I am very pleased to be able to thank the Royal Life Saving Society, without which this program would have 
been very difficult, and the TVW Telethon Institute for Child Health Research, which did all the before and after 
research.  Those organisations have not only provided huge health benefits to the children in those communities, 
but also backed it up by seeing a huge improvement in social infrastructure, a reduction in crime, a much better 
attendance at school and a much greater community focus for those communities.  The importance of that 
research has been proven because that research is now being used in other communities. 

The committee visited Wadeye.  Wadeye received money for its pool from the commonwealth government.  
Money has also been promised for Bidyadanga and Warmun, or Turkey Creek.  They will get that money 
because of the proven health benefits of swimming pools.  That program was not in existence until the Telethon 
Institute for Child Health Research conducted that research and was able to prove how beneficial this program is.  
This is not a political issue, and nor should Aboriginal communities ever be a political issue.  This is a way 
forward to provide help to those communities that desperately need help from all governments.   

MRS D.J. GUISE (Wanneroo - Deputy Speaker) [10.42 am]:  I commend the report of the Education and 
Health Standing Committee to the house.  I would like to thank the respective communities that we visited for 
their hospitality and the frank discussion we engaged in and to say how valuable their input was.  It was very 
much valued.  I wish to speak on some aspects of the report and perhaps put into context some of the things that 
I learnt or had a refresher course on.  One of the things that came over very clearly when visiting these 
communities was their absolute desire and determination to become self-sufficient and sustainable.  That was a 
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little lesson, given the politics that sometimes goes on when talking about these communities and how they are 
funded.  The other point that came across was the paramount need for essential services.  We need to ensure not 
only that these communities are able to address the needs of their populace but also that programs such as this 
can be successfully implemented.  It is nonsensical to suggest that some of these communities could have a 
swimming pool if they do not have the power supply to sustain their normal activities, let alone anything beyond 
that.  The need to process that normalisation program came across as absolutely essential.  It is something that 
both previous speakers spoke about.   

The other thing that became abundantly clear to me was the importance of the research, firstly undertaken by the 
Environmental Health Needs Coordinating Committee, which was established in 1995, and subsequent to that, 
undertaken by the Telethon Institute for Child Health Research, which was commissioned to conduct a 
longitudinal study into the effects of the swimming pools in the Burringurrah and Jigalong communities.  This 
report covers health issues such as skin and middle ear infections, eardrum perforations and other health 
outcomes, most of which the member for Dawesville was able to give me some valuable insight on through his 
knowledge and expertise.  Based on the evidence that we received, I am absolutely convinced of the health 
benefits of the swimming pool program.  In fact, health and school attendance were seen as the major obvious 
benefits.   

I would like to speak about education.  The evidence that was put before us suggests that as the child’s level of 
health improves, so does the chance that the child will actually attend school.  Our report states - 

In the report entitled ‘Giving Every Kid a Chance: Lessons from the 2005 Wadeye school attendance 
initiative for the 2006 school year’ it was stated that though the ‘no school, no pool’ policy was 
effective, it needed to be included into a larger program to ensure that children continued to attend 
school.   

The children who attend school get the benefits of pool use which they love.  Once we have 
them at school, it seems that this has a big impact on keeping them there, as well as on 
students’ health and well being.  However, the policy is not effective on its own as an 
incentive.  Much more is needed. 

The no school, no pool concept was adopted as a way of getting children to attend classes.  However, I am 
pleased to see that some communities have adopted a much more positive way of communicating the message to 
children through the catchphrase “Go to school to be cool in the pool”.  As the member for Central Kimberley-
Pilbara said, it is clear that this is not a silver bullet solution to address the poor attendance rate in the area, but 
the pools do act as an incentive to attend school.  More needs to be done so that kids become fully engaged in 
schooling through adolescence and complete their education to enable them to go on to further education, 
training or employment.  It is important that the focus remain and increase on improving training and 
employment opportunities via this program, whether it be via pool management, via retail through the kiosk or in 
the building and construction area.  Why are we not engaging people in their own communities to undertake this 
work so that they have a real opportunity?  We should not miss this opportunity. 

Another benefit that was given to us in evidence related to the reduction of juvenile crime when the pools were 
open during the summer months.  I refer to page 26 of the report, where Mrs Tennant from the Telethon Institute 
for Child Health Research, who gave evidence before the committee, is reported as saying - 

It is quite interesting that the policeman there said that in the summer the crime rate among the 
adolescent kids went to zero.  In the winter when the pool was closed, it went up again.  Therefore, it is 
definitely helping with crime. 

Clearly, that addresses some of the issues during a fair part of the year, but some work will have to be done 
during the rest of the year.  It was an interesting insight into another benefit of having the pool program in 
communities.  Social benefits were also mentioned.  The pool sites themselves were seen as the central hub of 
the community or a meeting place.  We heard about barbeques and school presentations being held there.  When 
guest musicians came to town, everybody would come together at the pool.  That is also a crucial element.  On 
that note, another adjunct is how pool design is important for leveraging improved uses and benefits; for 
example, pool entry, catering for the young, the aged and people with disabilities.   

There was some discussion about how we choose the communities to get a pool.  We may not think about these 
things as a city slicker, but when choosing a site for a pool, we should not preclude a community for inclusion in 
the program just because it is near the coast.  We found that the large tidal movements, the sea stingers and the 
dangers from crocodiles and sharks, just to name a few, prevented many from swimming in the salt water.  
Alternatively, the inland communities were confronted with the risks associated with swimming in sewerage 
treatment ponds, dams, stagnant waterholes and rivers in flood.  I am conscious of the time so I will try to cover 
everything.   
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Like the member for Dawesville, I want to recognise the contribution made by the Royal Life Saving Society.  
That organisation has embraced this program well.  It recognises the importance of the relationship with the 
communities and in managing change.  We have all identified that more can be done.  I am hopeful that will 
occur.  When comparing the program with that of the Northern Territory, I have to say that ours is far superior.  
The Northern Territory program seems to be all over the place, with all due respect to the people involved.  I can 
be a bit parochial and say that I think that ours is a lot better. 

There is an issue about pool opening and closing dates and pool maintenance.  As the pools age, we must be 
conscious of the logistics involved if major replacement parts are needed.  There may be delays in delivery to the 
remote areas.  It will become a significant problem if it is not addressed early enough.  Parts have to be provided 
well in advance of the pool opening dates.   

I recognise and thank the member for Dawesville.  His initiative, drive and expertise were much appreciated.  I 
thank the member for Central Kimberley-Pilbara for keeping the faith.  I also thank my other colleagues.  It was 
an enjoyable experience being involved with the committee.  This is one initiative that I am very happy to 
support.  I know it is only one of many that are needed to ensure that people, no matter where they live in the 
state, can lead healthy lives and prosper. 

I thank the committee’s principal research officers Michael Baker and, more recently, Dr Jeannine Purdy.  I also 
thank research officer Peter Frantom.  I especially thank Peter for his comforting comments when we 
experienced some turbulence in flight. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  I would like to thank them also.  I forgot to mention it. 

Mrs D.J. GUISE:  Yes.  Peter made wonderful and comforting comments about turbulence.  He said, “Any 
flight is a good flight that you walk away from!”  It is a gem of a comment and one that I am not likely to forget 
in a hurry.  This is an excellent report and I hope that members take the time to read it.  I urge the government to 
support it. 

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin) [10.51 am]:  It is a great privilege and pleasure for me to be a member of the 
committee that has created this report.  From the outset, I state that I strongly support the report.  I will comment 
on the program that started back in the 1990s.  It was initiated as an environmental health program, dust 
abatement program and swimming pool program.  As has been mentioned, initially seven communities were 
offered a pool.  Three communities accepted.  We had the great privilege of visiting the communities, as well as 
many others.  It was important for the committee to visit the communities.  No doubt, with inquiries such as this, 
we need to get to such communities to see first-hand what is happening.  We visited the communities with the 
pools and visited other communities and spoke to the local communities.  I must say that the local communities 
were very enthusiastic about the program.  It became apparent to me quite early on that this is a very successful 
program that needs to continue.  It also established for me that there are many health, social, safety, educational 
and other benefits that flow from the presence of the pools in the communities.  Health benefits include a 
reduction in skin infections, ear disease and respiratory disease.  At one community we were shown evidence of 
the reduction in the number of antibiotic prescriptions that were required.  The report contains tables that set out 
that information.  When talking to people in those communities, I noticed the increase in physical exercise and 
activity, which is something that we all talk about a lot in this place, as well as the general hygiene and 
cleanliness of the communities. 

School attendance is linked to the pools through the “no pool, no school” theme.  The committee went for the 
other phrase, which is “Go to school to be cool in the pool”.  The programs provide a great incentive for children 
to go to school.  It is important to get kids to go to school.  They soon realise that school is not such a bad thing.  
Use of the pools has been a very successful lever in getting kids back into education.  In addition, the children 
receive education when they use the pools.  They learn to swim and interact with other children.  Those are very 
important things.  I stress that this is not the only initiative that can get children to attend school on a regular 
basis in the communities.  Nevertheless, it is a very important one. 

I mention safety because the committee looked a lot at the design of the pools and the safe use of the pools, such 
as children being viewed from the kiosk.  When we visited Yandeyarra - which the Yule River runs past - it was 
highlighted to us that a problem the children used to have was that they swam in the river when it was often very 
dirty and stagnant; that presented health problems in itself.  When the river flooded, the children used to swim in 
it, which put them in a very dangerous situation.  The children now have a pool to swim in and they do not have 
to take the risk of swimming in the river. 
I was struck by the social benefits of the program.  Children meet at the pools and adult friends and families also 
get together at the pools.  School functions, presentations and other social events also take place at the pools.  
The pool becomes the centre of activity for a community and becomes the meeting place.  The important point 
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that the member for Wanneroo raised was that there has been a noticeable reduction in the amount of crime in 
the communities.  That is something that we should not ignore. 
The training of pool managers and trying to get local community members to become managers has not been the 
success that the program had hoped it would be.  That is probably due to some cultural issues and concerns, as 
well as the transient nature of some of the communities.  Some people started courses but did not go on with 
them.  It is great to see that there is success with a local pool manager at Burringurrah.  Once there is a 
breakthrough with one manager, that will set an example and show others that it can be achieved.  Even though a 
number of people have gone through training and not gone on to manage a pool, I am sure that they have gained 
a great deal of knowledge and expertise that will one day perhaps help save a life even though the person may 
not be acting in the position of a pool manager.   
I acknowledge the role of the Royal Life Saving Society.  Its role in managing the pools has been absolutely 
critical.  When the committee visited the 10 to 12 pools in the Northern Territory - my figures may not be totally 
accurate - we discovered that only three are now successfully managed.  Although the pools were good and the 
communities wanted them, they have fallen by the wayside because there was no ongoing management.  The 
pools are not operational.  That is a great waste of taxpayers’ funds.  It is a great shame for those communities.  
All the pools established in Western Australia have been successful.  A lot of that is due to ongoing management 
by the Royal Life Saving Society.  That must continue.  I know that the society will continue to manage the 
pools for a period.  That is very important to the continuing success of the pools and must continue. 
I make special mention of the committee’s visit to the Balgo community because it was a very interesting visit.  I 
have visited the community before in my previous role of managing country football.  That community has got 
itself better on track and appears to be going well.  The community seems to have improved itself greatly.  The 
school has a small swimming pool; it is only for school use.  It is quite minute.  Obviously, the community 
would like a larger community pool.  The community commented to us that it would prefer to have a grassed 
oval before it got a new pool because it saw benefits for everyone.  An oval was more important to the 
community than a new pool.  The chairman of the committee mentioned the problems at Balgo with power.  That 
is a key issue with the community.  It needs action on its power supplies.  The chairman said that the problem 
was moving at a rate of slow standing still.  I love that comment. 
I comment quickly on the enthusiasm of the local communities.  I congratulate the now member for Dawesville, 
the former minister for indigenous affairs, for his foresight and determination in instigating this program back in 
the 1990s in conjunction with the Department of Housing and Works.  It is a great initiative that has been a great 
success.  I encourage the state and federal governments to further develop this highly successful program.  I 
congratulate them moving in that direction with the new pools at Warmun and Bidyadanga.   
I thoroughly enjoyed and learned so much from the committee’s travels.  I know that politicians get criticised 
from time to time about going on trips and so-called junkets.  The trip has taught me much and has enabled me to 
do my job better in this place.  I think those visits are important for members of Parliament.   
I thank my committee colleagues and the committee staff for their hard work, enthusiasm, assistance, friendship 
and great interest in this topic.  I give special congratulations to the member for Central Kimberley-Pilbara, Tom 
Stephens, for the way he worked in his role as chairman.  I appreciated his guidance and enjoyed our early 
morning walks.  I am grateful for the knowledge he imparted about Aboriginal communities in the north.  I 
particularly thank Peter Frantom, who did a great job on this report and on our trip.  I also thank Michael Baker, 
Jeannine Purdy and the other members of the committee.  We worked extremely well on this report.  All 
members were open in their dealings.  I hope that a lot of attention is paid to the report, because it is very 
important.  This is a great program, and it has been a pleasure to be a part of it.   
MR M.P. WHITELY (Bassendean) [11.02 am]:  My contribution will be brief because of my limited 
involvement in this inquiry.  I will put that into context.  The Education and Health Standing Committee has run 
two simultaneous inquiries - the swimming pools inquiry and the inquiry that is considering the changes to the 
courses of study in years 11 and 12.  The seven members of the committee have worked collaboratively on the 
two inquiries.  The only Liberal Party member on the committee, Dr Kim Hames, has done a fantastic job on the 
swimming pool inquiry.  The expanded number of committee members from five to seven allowed each member 
to concentrate on his or her area of interest and expertise.  It is fair to say that I concentrated on the education 
inquiry and that I paid little attention to this inquiry.  I did so for two reasons.  First, intuitively, it has always 
struck me as a bit of a no-brainer, which is what I told committee members at the start of the inquiry.  Intuitively, 
the idea of swimming pools in Aboriginal communities is a very good idea.  Second, the passion, knowledge and 
commitment of not only the member for Dawesville, but also the chairman, the member for Central Kimberley-
Pilbara, was obvious to me from the beginning.   
I take this opportunity to apologise to the member for Dawesville about a particular remark I made last week 
during a heated debate about the role of the committee in what is loosely defined as the outcomes-based 
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education debate.  I said that the member had not bothered to attend the education committee hearings.  That was 
very unfair because, just as I have concentrated on the education inquiry - my talents, experience and passion are 
in the area of education - the member for Dawesville concentrated on the swimming pool debate because his 
talents, expertise and passion are in the area of health, particularly Aboriginal health.  In a sense, the swimming 
pool inquiry has very much been his passion and focus.  I ask the member for Dawesville to please accept my 
apology.  It was a cheap shot.  I truly apologise.  Although it is true that he has not attended many of the hearings 
relating to the outcomes-based education debate for years 11 and 12, it is equally true - it is probably more true - 
that I have attended few swimming inquiry hearings.  Both of us have made our own contribution.  The member 
for Dawesville used his passion, interest and expertise to concentrate on the issue of swimming pools, and he had 
a lot to say about that.  On the other hand, I have concentrated very much on the other inquiry.  I wanted to put 
those comments, and an apology to the member for Dawesville, on the record.   
 


